Hole by Hole Description

GOLF COURSE PLAN
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Hole 1, 380m, par 4

Hole 2, 395m, par 4

Hole 3, 305m, par 4

Hole 4, 180m, par3

A gentle par 4 opening hole, with a
generous fairway. A good drive right
of the fairway bunkers guarding the
left side of the fairway, should leave
players with a mid to short iron into
the green. A good warm-up hole to
prepare for things to come.

A tough par 4, with a very gentle
dogleg right. A good tee shot
is required to avoid the bunkers
guarding the corner of the dogleg,
and hopefully get over a soft
ridge line across the fairway at the
landing area. From here players
need to play their approach shot to
a slightly raised green, with swales
surrounding the green, which will
collect any misdirected approach
shot. Par will always be a good score
on this hole.

A short par 4, which could be
drivable to some players during
favourable conditions. A series of
small strategic bunkers protect this
fairway and green. If you are not
confident of hitting driver or 3 wood,
a lay up to a good position in the
fairway would be the wisest option.
This hole should play easier than
what it looks, and would offer a real
birdie opportunity for better players.
It can be a great confidence builder,
but play within your abilities, or you
could be in for a big score.

A medium to long par 3 hole to a
green positioned between two large
ridges. With the wind behind you,
this could be a tricky green to get it
close to the pin – as long as your tee
shot is straight, you should avoid any
troubles off the tee.
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Hole 5, 470m, par 4

Hole 6, 410m, par 4

Hole 7, 500m, par 5

Hole 8, 170m, par 3

A short par 5 played into the
prevailing wind, to a fairway covering
some beautiful natural movement on
the ground. The long hitters might
reach in two, but any player getting
on the green in three would have
done well, as there are many subtle
slopes which could direct your ball
elsewhere if you land in the wrong
area. Similarly, should you land in the
correct area, the natural contours
twill guide your ball onto the green.

This demanding par 4 is played from
a raised tee to a generous fairway.
From the fairway, players would
need to play their approach shots to
a green on a natural rise, with some
bunkers protecting the left side. A
four would always be a good score
on this hole.

A longer par 5, played with the
prevailing wind. The tee shot is
played to a bowl-like fairway, with
a large bunker protecting the right
side. Should you be able to avoid
any trouble off the tee, players
would have a great view down to the
green, which is situated on the edge
of a pond. A safer option would
be to lay up slightly right, avoiding
the water on the left, and bunkers
guarding any aggressive play on the
right. However, the longer players
would be tempted to have a go at
the green, and try and negotiate the
pond on the left to get their balls on
the green and have an eagle putt…

This medium par 3 is played to a
green with a pond right of the green,
and some bunkers on the right. On
a calm day, this could offer a good
scoring opportunity to players, yet
on a windy day, it is another story to
try and negotiate the cross winds.
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Hole 9, 350m, par 4

Hole 10, 420m, par 4

Hole 11, 190m, par 3

Hole 12, 540m, par 5

A short par 4, with a large lake in play
off the tee. A more daring tee shot
across the left side of the lake, will
provide a short pitch shot into the
green, which is well protected by a
bunker on the left, and the lake on the
right. A definite birdie opportunity, but
don’t get over confident on this tricky
little finishing hole…

A fairly generous fairway provides
some breathing room on an
otherwise challenging hole. A long
tee shot between bunkers on the
left and right will leave players with
an approach shot to a large green
with a bunker short and some swales
left and back off the green. As on a
number of holes on the first nine, par
on this hole is always a good score.

A demanding longer par 3 hole, with
large bunkers on the left and right of
the green. Avoid these and you will
find a long narrow green providing a
variety of pin placements.

A long par 5, playing slightly uphill
to fairway which offers players three
options on the second shot – a more
aggressive option straight at the green,
having to fly a large bunker guarding
the green. A second option, on a line
short and to the right of this large
bunker, which would leave a challenging
pitch over the bunker, or a safer option
left of a mall fairway bunker. The last
option requires some accuracy to
leave a player an easier pitch into the
green, without having to carry the large
bunker. A hole which promises players
many variations and options to get the
ball in the hole. And a lot of fun.
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Hole 13, 295m, par 4

Hole 14, 490m, par 5

Hole 15, 120m, par 3

Hole 16, 375m, par 4

An exciting short par 4, played
slightly downhill to a green
protected by a large pond short
right. Longer players can take on the
lake, and reach this very long green
off the tee, leaving a possible eagle
putt. The other options require a
similarly accurate lay-up shot from
the tee to a fairway left of the green,
or a less risky tee shot to a fairway
short right of the pond, requiring a
tricky pitch across water. A definite
birdie chance, but even easier to end
up with a 5 or 6…

A shorter par 5 with a dogleg to
the left. Players need to negotiate
a pond on the left at the corner of
the dogleg, from where they will
have a challenging shot to a smaller
green, protected by some bunkers
and swales around the green. Players
might have to work hard for a par,
which is a good score on this hole.

A short par 3 played to an island
green, across a wetland pond.
This large target area offers some
interesting pin placements which
could be very tricky if your tee shot
ends up on the wrong portion of
the green. A very short, but very
rewarding little hole, which provides a
scoring opportunity for every player.

A beautiful par 4 played from a
century old agricultural area – don’t
think smooth, well tilled soil, rather
lines of piled rocks and dense bush,
which provides a vast contrast to
the rest of the course. This medium
length par 4 requires an accurate tee
shot to an undulating fairway, from
where players need to play to a small,
uphill green surrounded by bunkers.
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Hole 17, 185m, par 3

Hole 18, 480m, par 5

The pen-ultimate hole on the course
provides a dramatic medium to long
par 3 with a long green wrapped
along the edge of a large bunker
on the left of the hole. This green
almost has two greens in one, it
would be beneficial to try and
get your ball in the correct area,
depending on where the pin is cut
each day.

A hole that is bound to give up
many birdies, but if you let a shot
get away, it could be an expensive
hole. A big sand trap protects the
right hand side on your drive, and
a good drive that finds the fairway,
will tempt you to have a go at a
green protected by water on the
right. Depending on how far you can
carry the ball, each player will face a
different challenge. Should you find
your ball beached off the tee, the
hole becomes really interesting, but
even with a safe strategy, a good
third shot could leave a realistic
birdie putt. As the ball disappears
into the hole, you think about a great
day out, and can’t wait for your early
tee time the following day.
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